
Phrazer/Kitsune® modernizes in-room entertainment services by offering a Patient Entertainment Portal and Services 
(PEPS) with extensive a la carte access to high speed internet and entertainment options including local TV, movies, 
games, podcasts/vodcasts, audiobooks and much more. Calming sounds and images as well relaxation engagements 
support patients to alleviate discomforts, reduce level of pain and anxiety, and enjoy a better experience while in your 
care.

Secure Payment Gateway
Patients can purchase entertainment services through Phrazer/
Kitsune’s payment gateway. As an authorized JP Morgan Chase 
Card Services merchant, Phrazer/Kitsune accepts all major credit 
cards, ACH, and other payment methods. Services include industry 
leading fraud protection and reporting tools.

Phrazer/Kitsune®- Patient Entertainment Portal and Services (PEPS)

Demographically Matched Features
Phrazer/Kitsune's novel Communication and Information Theory 
Empowered (CITE) Methodologies offer equal and personalized 
engagement across demographies - regardless of language, age, 
culture, level of literacy. 

Simple and intuitive interfaces are aligned with the patients needs 
and preferences and guide the patient through medical 
engagements and entertainment options. Demographically matched 
features allow equal access to entertainment services across 
demographies. Phrazer/Kitsune’s PEPS offers any language - from 
Mandarin, Punjabi over Arabic and Sign Language to indigenous 
languages. Age appropriate, personalized interfaces are at the core 
of Phrazer/Kitsune’s CITE Methodologies.

Your Benefits:
- Novel Revenue Avenues
- Improved Patient Experience
- Meet Infectious Disease Control Standards
- Fully interoperable and adaptable to your needs
- No patient training required

- Platform for Innovation

Contact us today at sales@geacom.net or 1-855-5GEACOM. 
For more information visit www.myphrazer.com

Shared Revenue Pathways
Phrazer/Kitsune’s PEPS offer novel revenue avenues to the health system. Revenue generated through these 
programs is shared with the health system on a quarterly, monthly or daily basis. The Phrazer/Kitsune PEPS can 
flag activity and split out payment or portions to target revenue sharing accounts. 
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